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Ebony Fashion Sh(),nf Comes To San Bernardino .

E

bony Fashion Fair
"92/93" If there ever
was a year of fashion
fantasy, this certainly is
it! Daydream no more - your
choices are many. Fringe, beads,
leopard and zeqra prints, tiger
stripes, feathers of native
Americans, and the western
influence of denim are just a
. few of the season's fabulous
great looks!
The narrow, elongated, silhouette is the definite new
image for many of the top
designers in Paris. Tailored jackets are popular in Paris, often
shown over skin tight sweaters
or vests wi.th skirts showing
every curve of the body.
Red is the 'hot' color of the

Eddie Murphy Weds
Longtime Companion
~ ·.:eddie Murphy finally tied the
knot with Nicole Mitchell, his
longtime companion and the
mother of his two children.
•
Quincy Jones, Donald
Ti:urnp, Bruce Willis, Bill
Murray, Arsenio Hall, Robert
Tdwnsend, Stevie Wonder,
Wayne Newton, Queen Latifah
l{id Sugar Ray Leonard were
among the 500 guests invited to
ihe ceremony Thursday night at
the Plaza Hotel.
Murphy, 31, and Mitchell,
i 4, met five years ago and have
Jwo children _ daughter Bria, 3,
and son Myles, 4 months.
._
The ceremony was perfonned by the Rev. Calvin Butts
Qf Harlem's Abyssinian Baptist
Church.

season in hats, gloves and shoes.
The men's movement muscles into the fashion scene with
designers dressing their models
in everything from banker's
.gray to gangster stripes, men's
ties with a feminine twist - fun
prints, bright colors, dots,
plaids, or a scaled-down width.
See these fashions and many
more from the magnificent concoctions of American and
European designers at the 35th
annual Ebony Fashion Fair,
"Fashion with Passion" which
will be held at the California
· Performing Arts Theater in San
Bernardino, CA, April 9, 1993.
The world's largest traveling
fashion show is produced by
Ebony Magazine and is spon-

sored by the Social- lites, Inc.
for their scholarship program.
Mrs. Eunice W. Johnson, producer and director of the show,
personally selects fashions from
the exclusive collections of
famed designers such as Yves
Saint Laurent, Oscar de la
Renta, Valentino, Bob Mackie,
Giorgio Sant' Angelo, Fabrice,
and Bruce Oldfield.
Tickets can be purchased
from any Sociallite member.
Harris Company, Kennedy
Beauty Supply, Ace Barber &
Beauty Supply located in San
Bernardino and Ebony Crest
Beauty Salon located in
Riverside, CA.

Wonder Years Star Sued
for Alleged Sexual
Harrasment
A costume designer on Ebony Fashion Fair Comes To San Bernardino
ABC's "Wonder Years" says · Blacks Thrown out from Page A-1 - - - - - - - - - - co-stars Fred Savage and Jason racist comments and the actions, (the Health Department closed
Hervey sexually harassed her on and the incidents would blow them down because, we have to
jhe set.
over.
have sneeze guards. We are buyMonique Long, 31, claims
Deskus informed the Black ing them but haven't done it yet.
i n a lawsuit filed Tuesday that Voice the hotel's decision to ter- We do have a Happy Hour and
:Savage, 16, often tried to hold minate the contract was to the buffet is offered, however it
hands with her, asked her to change formats, to live music. is for 2 hours and the Health
'have an affair and made sexual "This is something hotels do all Depanment approved it, we
..remades.
the time."
only do it for them."
: The lawsuit contends Hervey,
Deskus answered the charges
Deskus disagrees with there
:;20, "viciously grabbed" her by of racism. ''The employees who not being enough waitresses.
lhe arms and feigned sex until caused the problems are long "Not true he said. We have more
crew members stopped him. The gone, he said." He asked the on Friday and Saturday night . It
l awsuit also claims Hervey
uestion, "Does it make sense, would be silly not to have the
'"m
' ade remarks such as "I bet
at we would sabotage our own proper number of people to ser:you 're wild in bed."
business? We make money sell- vice employees." ·
Long is seeking unspecified ing liquor. It is estimated the
To the charge of too many
damages.
Saturday night alone makes in Blacks being in Boomers he
A lawyer for Savage, Michele the ballpark of $5 ,000, this is by said, " I think both nights ai:e
Desoer, said the teen-ager mostly African Americans.
racially mixed. I don't think it
" didn't do anything to this
has
been intimidating. We had
Deskus said, his concern is
woman."
some
rocky spots (but) tl!ose
for th~ guest in the hotel.
Hervey and his attorney had Boome:."S should provide enter- people are gone."
no comment Thursday.
"If I were racist," he said "I
tainment for them. His new forSavage and Hervey play mat will include a live band, would not have extended their
brothers Kevin and Wayne something
like
SILK time here, they asked that they
Arnold in the corning-of-age Productions do on Friday. SILK be allowed to stay until May and
com~dy set in suburban is a mixed band, who play a I granted that extension. When it
America of the 1960s and '70s.
wide range of music. Deskus is your livelihood, I can undersaid, the revenue on the Friday stand their position, because, we
night is more than Saturday just made, a business decision."
Glaspie said, maybe, it's true,
night. Glaspie, takes issue ,
what
the sister (Sister James)
because he said he has checked
said
about
the hotel. "God told
to see what the bar pulls and it
her
it
will
never
be successful
·ust is not true.
until
Herman
English
is made
Deskus said to the charge, of
whole."
the buffet being taken away,

COLOR AND
WIN
Send entries to:
Blade Voice
News

To Subscribe
Call
889-0506

P.O. Box 1581

Riverside, CA,
92502

Alex Haley

Columbus Salley & Ronald Behm

The Autobiography Of Malcolm X

What Color Is Your God?

Derrick Bell .

Howard Means

Faces At The Bottom
OfThe _Well

Colin Powell

Brian Lanker

Terry McMillan

I Dream Of World

Mama
Disappearing Acts
Waiting To Exhale

Carl T. Rowan

Dr. Frances Cress Welsing

Dream Makers Dream Breaker
'
The World of Justice Thurgood Marshal

In Search Of Our Mothers' Gardens
Possessing The Secret Of Joy

1

,,
,\

C.A. Diop
The African Origin Of Civilization

James Weldon Johnson
The Books Of African Negro Spirituals

1993 African American Calendars

The Isis Papers

Alice Walker
Jack Ritchason
The Little Herb Encyclopedia, Revised

In Love & Trouble
Horses Make A Landscape Look More Beautiful
Good Night, Willie Lee, I'll See You In The
Morning
I

'

Brown's Books
1583 West Baseline Avenue, San Bernardino CA 92411
Phone (909) 889-0506 Hours 9 AM to 5PM Monday - Friday
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Dudley Products: Twenty-Five
Years Of Community Commitment
.

'

.& Dudley's manufactures and distribute
more than 120 hair
care products ...

I

n the last 25 years, Joe and
Eunice Dudley have taken
Dudley Products from a
small family business, where
products were made on the
kitchen stove, and built it into
one of the most respected giants
in the beauty industry. "We have
grown because we always
reached out to help the community," says Eunice M. Dudley,
Dudley
Products'
chief
Financial Officer, "Our focus
stays on helping our community
· and the youth. We want them to
· survive and succeed."
Today, they manufacture and
distribute more than 120 professional and retail hair care products and personal care cosmetics
directly to cosmetologists world
wide Dudley Products also
operates three beauty schools,
an advanced training academy, a
hotel, and a travel agency.
Keeping in line with its slogan
:"In Partnership With The
:Professional Cosmetologist,"
Dudley Products produces cosmetology training, materials and
.videos, style books and client
'hair care infonnation
In 1989 Dudley Products
~

community benefited from DCU
efforts as well. DCU's advanced
training academy united its
alumni to aide the victims of the
Los Angeles Riots. Nationally
more than 3400 alumni responded to the plea of cosmetologists
who'd loss their businesses during the destruction. DCU and it's
alumni created the DCU Alumni
Resurrection to Beauty Fun(J
and helped 36 cosmetologists rebuild their businesses.
Dudley Products also
established a corporate
mentoring programs for
67 students at James B.
Dudley High School in
Greensboro, 36 young
men
(The
Dudley
Fellows) and 31 young
ladies (The Dudley
Ladies) must maintain a
3.0 grade points average
to participate in this program.
Company conferences and
motivational exercises are
mandatory for The Fellows and
The Ladies. Dudley Products
employees believe that inspiring
and providing leadership for our
pie for the world," he explained. youth will build a better tomorOver the last 3 years, more than row. Each employee donates six
5000 licensed cosmetologists dollars per week to fund these
have attended classes at DCU. projects. Community involveBecause DCU classes feature ment also includes 26 four-year
hands-on sessions, hundreds of renewable scholarships given to
the area youths can obtain free students seeking to study business at North Carolina A&T
hair services.
.
The Los Ange!es business University or Bennett College in

"Committed to the
Community" has

been the comnany
r

opened Dudley Cosmetology
University because of Mr. Joe L.
Dudley's, Sr. belief in cosmetologists. "I believe cosmetologists
can live their dreams because
they are the chosen people.
"Now I've given you a home
where you can network, learn,
develop, and become an exam'

113arbara~s
113eauty ialon

HAIR TECH
Barber & Beauty

•

13a.-b a.-a Ross
Z-4,.73 !Postal Ave #Z
gog-gz-4- zsoo
Mo.-eno Valley, CA.
gz557

•
;===========================:::::::

Owner
Eric E. Shaw
10-25% Discount
With This Ad
1558 • Baseline Suite 106 • San Bernardino, CA
92410• Phone (909) 884-0012

:::::.::.:.:.:.:.=======================~. .

PAT BUTLER
(Owner /Stylist)
(9()()) 924-6173

'lne Cur{ factory
12540 Heacock St., Ste. 3
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(Senior Citizens 10% discount -Walk-ins Mon & Tues
$5.00 discount)

Hours:
Mon-Thur- 9 :30
Friday • 7:30 - 3 pm.
Sunday - By
2Appointment Only
($10.00 Extra)

Bus. 909•486•9771
PAGER.

909•877•7314

Hand Wash - $10.00 • Interior Steamed $19.99 • Wash&: Wax - $20.00 • Engine
Steam - $20.00 • Complete Detail
(Includes Buffing and Interior & Engine
Steamed) - $70.00

<Wif.(tU4

1Gm

5/i.afort
(9d4~t)
9,{don-\t

5htri
L,aVtf'II.

philosophy.
sities, accounting professionals
and Dudley account executives.
The men and women that
visit beauty and barber salons
regularly also benefit from
Dudley Products. Their cosmetologists distribute a quanerly
styling magazine called Salon
Currents. This publication
addresses the client's concerns
and interests in salon services.
Each magazine focuses on tips
for seasonal haircare and maintenance.
Dudley Product is spreading
the community spirit across the

nation in the form of Salon
Currents magazine. The upcoming issue is special because
Black newspapers across the
country will carry copies of the
magazines directly to home~.
Look next week in your local
Black newspaper for this full
color magazine. It will help you
decide on that cut you want, that
color you desire, that produ~t
you can't find. But that's not
the exciting part. This issue
of Salon Currents features a
chance for you to win fabulous prizes. Would you like
to win two round-trip tickets
to anywhere in the US? A
full length fur coat or a
brand new car? These prizes
could be yours by simply
reading Salon Currents and
completing the puzzle on
the back, picking up a subscription sheet from your
favorite stylist. and mailing
them in. Contest rules and regu1ati ons will be in Salon
Currents. Winners can randomly
selected from the pool of correct
answers.
This promotion allows
Dudley Products to say thank
you to the Black Community for
its support over the past 26
years, "Committed to the
Community" has been the company philosophy.

Experience
le Dudley Difference! As we celebrate 25 years of
manufacturing and distributing quality plus hair care products.
.

Dudley Products is pleased to share with you the names and addresses of several
beauty salons in your city and surrounding areas that use and retail our products.
A ll of these salons are staffed with professional cosmetologists equipped to serve your
personal hair care needs. Give them a call and enjoy their professional services as
well as recieve the benefits of our wonderful products.

Curls

Rela~ers, tialr co10.-1ne
Freclslon Cuts

Curls • Wave Nouveaus • Spiral
Perms • Press & Curl s •
Relaxers •· Texturizers • Hair
Coloring • Stlye Cuts
(Nose & ear Piercing $4.50 and
Up)

Greensboro, North Carolina.
The newest project for Dudley
Products is ComPAss. This
uniquely designed program supports and directs college-bound .
minority students with a high
aptitude and interest in math.
ComPAss prepares it participants for careers in accounting.
Students receive expert advice
from professors of local univer-

ttitude

S a[on 'Tre - Cliic

Be sure to read the enclosed Dudley Salon Currents, a full-color magazine filled with the latest cuts,
styles, professional services and product information. You could possibly win a fur coat, a trip or a car!
Dudley Products appreciates you, the consumer, because you help us to remain
In Partnership With The Professional Cosmetologist.
BANNING
Hair Shack
Archie Heulett
72 N. First St.
909-849-4061

COLTON

(909)
375-6993

13819 Foothill Blvd .
Fontana , \ CA

92335

RIALTO
Berry's Badd Creations
Norma J. Berry
1377 S. Lilac
Suite 205
909-421-0174

Sandy's Hair Designs
Janet Williamson
1080 E. Washington St., Suite
#D
Bumper's Hair
909-824-170311702
Melvin "Bumper" Martin
444 E. Foothill Blvd.,
Suite C-D
FONTANA
Attitude Salon Tres Chic
909-820-5939/820-9411
Jean Harrison
Cecella's Totally Unique
13819 Foothill Blvd.,
Hair & Nail Design
Suite M
Cecelia, Darrell Butler
909-357-6993
255 W. Foothill Blvd.
909-875-901 1
MORENO VALLEY
Barbara's Beauty Salon
Barbara Ross
2 4173 Postal Ave., #2
909-924-2800
Hair Shack
Ron Jones, Keron Gordon
24594 Sunnymead Blvd.
Suite J
909-247-6502

Carolyn's Hair Dynasty
Carolyn Davis
1298 N. Riverside Ave.
909-820-1362
Goode's House of Beauty
and Barber Shop
Claudette Goode
2850 Fo<i>thill Blvd.
714-875-0110

Hair Shack
Brenda Cox
24594 Sunnymead Blvd.
Suite J
909-247-6502

Hair Biz Salon
Willetta McDowell
139 W. Foothill Blvd.
909-875-1581

Ray's Barber &
Beauty Salon
Faye Butler
14051 Indian Ave., Ste. G
909-243-8280

Headllnes Unlimited
Jacqueline E. Stathis,
Debra Johnson
118 N. Riverside.
909-820-9876

'l)onnti

,ur.sufa:

Inland Empire, CA

The Curl Factory
, Pat Butler
12540 Heacock St
714-924-6173

Snapps Salon
Charles & Carole Crossley
2026 N. Riverside Ave.
714-875-3475

The Hair Center
Lee Denson
22700 Alessandro Blvd,
909-656-3516

RIVERSIDE

Touch of Class
Beauty Salon
Carlean Jones
24907 Sunnymead Blvd.,
Suite B
909-242-2828

A Touch of Class
Shirley Lewis
8151 Arlington Ave.,
Suite Y
909-353-1909

Ebony Crest
Beauty Salon
Edith Prioleau
3772 Arlington Ave.
~6-1290
Elsa's Beauty Salon
Elsa Reid
10850 Hole Ave., #E
909-785-8815
Hair Care Coiffures
Debra Johnson
3953 Beauty Drive
909-782-8711
Hair Gallery
Verlene Thomas
13777 Tibbetts St.
909-682-4343
Hair Palace
Marco Reid
1385 W. Blaine St.,
Unit 1-3
909-275-0337
Marcille's Hair &
Nail Designs
Marcille Wilson
5922 Margnolia Ave.
909-684-2710
Ms. Margos Beauty Salon
& Boutique Hair Weaving
Specialists
Ms. Margo Thomas
9346 Magnolia Avenue
71 4-785-6318
Nouvelle Salon
Nancie Tompkin
10357 Magnolia & Tyler
909-785-8296
R. A. Loman Hair Design
Ruth Loman
4274 Luther
909-781-9712
The Personal Touch
Beauty Salon
Gladys Wyatt
13765 Jurupa Ave.,
Suite #1
909-682-5686

SAN BERNARDINO

,.

· Artelea's Hair Concern
Artelea Burgess
1593 N. Mt. Vernon
714-885-1212
Cynthia"s Beauty Salon
Geneva Avery
1277 N. ' D' Street
714-381-4230
Fayes' Beauty Salon
Faye Harris
2724 N. Waterman Ave,
Suite C
909-881-5040
Larry Deon Salon
Larry Lofton
2 18 #B East Highland
Avenue
714-882-1464
Ml Lady Kris Fashion Bar
& Beauty Center
Kris Sebile
760 N. Mt. Vernon Ave.
909-888·9010

New Breed Barber Shop
Robert Roberson
1655 W. Baseline Ave.
714-885-9453
New Trend Salon
Ellen Wilson
1090 W. Highland Avenue
Suite 3
909-883-7606
Talk of The Town Salon
Maurice The Brother
of Pere
344 N. E. St.
909-384-1418
Who Does Your Hair
Kelvin Knowles
89023 S. Del Rosa Drive,
Suite #C
909-888-7211
Susie's Hair Weaving
& Salon
Susie Jackson
415-B Central Ave.
909-946-8714
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Teacher And An Entrepreneur,
Lorenzo Griffin IS A Top Performer

L

orenzo Griffin is one of he was working in the phanna- extra person on duty and I got
the most successful cy, she was a student. They the time off. When I arrived and
Dudley Representatives came to California and married saw 200-300 Black folks, busiin the country. He not in 1983.
ness attired, well groomed, clean
only covers the Inland Empire,
He worked at the Loma Linda cut, I was so impressed. I was
'• he teaches classes at area private Phannacy as a technician. One dressed in the typical laid back
· beauty schools and Riverside evening he recalls, he came California look. I met Mr.
·•community College. He addi- home from work, it was mid- ,. Dudley, he invited me to come
''tionally is called !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! night and his •· back to North Carolina," said
''on frequently to
"/ didn't know Blacks wife, Wanda was Griffin.
tonduct semitalking on the
Griffin had been reared in the
·;~ars all over the were working on the phone to hair projects and had in his life "travy .s._.,
but magnitude they were. J d e s i g n e r eled the wrong way". "I didn't
specifically the
Thrusting Evans. know Blacks were working-on
~estern half of was sheltered, Dudley "She talked to the magnitude they were. I was
) he
United changed the course of him for 30 min- sheltered, Dudley changed the
S t a t e s .
utes after I came course of my life," he said.
-~Additionally
my life,"
home and I was
To see Griff'In conduct one of
~"Griffin built the .;;.~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii curious about his seminars is entertaining. For
: San Diego market for Dudley.
why she was talking to him at the most part he is a very quiet
:· Griffin was born and raised in such a late hour and for so long. person, humble and mild man~Durham, North Carolina. After She explained at the conclusion nered. But when he gets on the
graduating from Durham High of the call, that he wanted her to stage with his salon operators in
~School he attended Kittrell go to Los Angeles the following the audience he becomes an out;·.c ollege.
day to a Dudley meeting," he going ball of fire; dedicated and
Lorenzo Griffin, one of Dudley's top perfonners, holds a bottle of Total Control.
~ He met his wife in 1977 on said.
excited about the Dudley Way.
-jhe Chapel Hill College campus;
"God had it that there was an
"We are forbidden to sell Dudley products to anyone who tomers maintenance products," his family are members of
s not a cosmetologist. The prod- he said.
Loveland Church in Rancho
ct is for the use of the profesGriffin has two children, Cucamonga.
ionaL They can sell their cus- Lorenzo and Kannisha. He and

·-

;:Ebony Crest Celebrates 20 Years
-, T hirty one years ago,
Edith Bates Prioleau,
'<
began a life long love,
: serving women. She became a
Cosmetologist. She attended
Cosmetology schools in Canada,
~England, and Chicago. In Ohio,
~'where she was born and raised,
ishe taught Cosmetology.
~ She also celebrates 20 years as
.:Owner /Manager of Ebony Crest,
which began at the suggestion of
Christina Barclift, a customer
t,

who is still with her.
Barcliff, suggested Bates
Prioleau, buy the House of
Joseph, which was for sale by,
Joseph Cwmingham, the owner.
The shop was located on
Seventh Street in Riverside. She
made the purchase, bought the
equipment and the location but
changed the name. She began
with long time associates, Essie
Snead, Marcelle Wilson and
Margo Thomas. The shop was

an instant hit. They gave the
latest, most up-to-date styles. It
was Bates Prioleau who .:.~~-- -- ·
introduced cornrowing to the/
are, and blow drying and ·
curling._The Press Enterprise
even did an article on her:,.
cornrow hairstyles. Before that'.:::
time the other shops were using .•·
relaxers and press and curls.
"My specialty was penns and
color," said Bates Prioleau.
CONTINUEP ON B-7

Attitude Salon Tre Chic.
The Attitude Salon is located in west Fontana
in the Heritage Village Plaza and has been owned
by Jean Harrison for the past two years. "We are
a hair and nail salon, and we service the entirt,
family, women, men and children," said Harrison.
Harrison has been doing hair for many years.
After her husband's retirement they decided to
open a salon.
"With the added responsibility, it was area challenge at the beginning, and the first two years was
! a great learning experience, she said.
! The salon now houses seven hair stylists and
l they are doing all the up-to-date styles.
1 "We have a Christian atmosphere and our aim
! is to make you completely comfortable from the
time you enter until the time you leave."
For an appointment call, Jerome, Cardace,
Marritta, Jean, Kathy, Linda or Melvin at 909375-6993.
'

~napps Barber Salon
Grand Opening

airPa{ace

Announcing the Grand opening of 'Snapps'
Barber/Salon at 2026 N. Riverside Avenue, Suite
F in Rialto (in the Hughes Shopping Center Highland, Riverside Avenue.
The owners, Carole and Charles (Fonnerly of
'Bumpers' Barber/Beauty Salons) along with their
staff-June Martin, Chris Ginwright, Lisa 'Tia' Farlow, Victoria Mosley and "Cree" . . . Welcomes
everyone to stop by and get "HOOKED UP"'!
Barber/Salon hours are Tuesday - Friday 9:00
AM - 8:00 PM and Saturday 8:00 AM to 6:00
fM. Phone (714) 875-3475.
: The stylists specialize in all phases of hair care,
hair design and the latest most creative and innovative hair styling.
: They invite you to come in and meet them.
The are confident that you will love what they do
to your hair.

'Snapps'
2026 N. Riverside Ave. Suite 'F
Rialto (Hughes Shopping Center, Highland
Riverside)

Staff

June Martin, Christ
Ginwright, MSA 'Tia'
Farlow, Victoria
Mosley and "Cree"

.,,,
::

The stylists
specialize in
all phases of
hair care, hair
design and
the latest
most creative
and
innovative
hair styling.

T-F • 9 am • 8 pm • Sat • 8 am - 6 pm • (909) 875-03475

Marco Reid

Relaxers,
Perms,
Freeze
Tu-Fri
9-6
Sat. 8-4
909-275-0337

~~

1oucH OF CLASS
8151 Arlington Ave

Salon
Unlimited
5541 Van Buren
Riverside, CA

Services Include: Press & Curls•
Precision Cuts • Hair Weaving
Open Seven
Days A Week
Dorothy Gill,
Owner/ Operator
Operators: Dorothy,Brooks,
Verona Nembhard, Desire Daniels

Nouvelle
Salon
10357 Magnolia & Tyler

9,~-j
SI-IlRLEY LEWIS
909-353-1909 • R.rvERSIDE,

Edith talks with her mother, Augusta Bradley.

Nancie Tompkin
(909)-787-8296
Riverside, CA

Artelea's Hair
Concern
Artelea Burges
1593N. Mt.
Vernon
(909) 885-1212

San Bernardino,
CA

Ebony
Crest
Edith Prioleau
(909)
686-1290

3772 Arlington Ave.
Riverside, CA
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New Orleans Welcomes
The Men's Final Four
Temple in the finals. But right
now I am happy we got this far
and I am especially glad for
coach (John) Chaney and
Temple University."
Well Cosby, Michigan did
play well and Temple did fall
77-72.
The referees swallowed their
whistles early - that can be interpreted as good or bad - and let
ew Orleans the drama unfolcl. before 24,196
is the home of in the dome.
The game had the intensity of
gumbo,
O'Brien's, a Wolverine and Owl fighting
spicy vittles, over prey. Chaney's team played
,L
a k e defense like a swarm of killer
Pontchartrain, crawfish, and the bees. They were on top of the
Wolverines in that match-up
Saints.
Down in the mouth of the zone, like bees on honey.
Mississippi River; Kentucky, Temple transfonned from Owls
North Carolina, Michigan and into bees and stung the
Kansas - the Final Four teams Wolverines with relentless presleft standing after the regional sure, gaining a 10 point lead
shoot outs - are ready to revel in midway through the second half.
Michigan caught up and the
the fruits of this historic city, but
only one will leave completely game was moving along evenup at 2:59 in the second half,
fulfilled.
The group of student athletes then boom, a 'rim wrecker'
that will descend on Cajun from out the pack by 'SlamCountry are the cream of college Barn' Webber and an ally-oop
basketball and their schools from Jalen 'Ice-Cube' Rose to a
have all won NCAA Division 1 high flying Jimmy 'Money'
King and the Wolverines were in
titles before.
Of the quadruplet of teams command to stay.
left, only Kansas was not a numThe Fab Five, now the super
ber one seed in their region, they
knocked off No. 1 seed Indiana sophomores, fought off the presto join college basketball's real- sure and devoured the Owls
ly big show on the Bayou.
with tuff board work and solid
Up in the area known as the determination in willing out a
.Great Pacific Northwest, the victory amid the mental burden
•Kingdome
in
Seattle, that's been laid at their feet.
Washington, played host to the What burden you might ask?
West Regional finals, pitting the
The burden of other people's
Michigan Wolverines and the expectations and maybe even
Temple Owls.
their own. The burden of people
This area is home of big trees, interpreting their youthfulness
lakes, hills and greenery. The and excitability as taunting and
environment is luscious. The showboating. The burden of
outdoors is a rugged haven for mentally finding that fine line
wild life.
for themselves, without inhibitThis setting would appear a ing themselves. And finally the
natural for Wolverines and the burden of wanting to be liked,
Michigan Wolverines took note which is a natural emotion in
and ate-up the competition in every human, but finding critithis Northwest environment and cism at every tum and with each
in the process earning the right victory.
to represent the West in the
With the win, the Wolverines
Final Four puzzle.
enacted a two-peat, reaching the
final four as freshmen and now
Most of the reporters I talked sophomores. This feat has never
to in Seattle were predicting the been accomplished before. In
Temple Owls would upset the fact, only six teams have ever
Wolverines in the West final, made back-to-back appearances
after they did likewise against in the Final Four.
Vanderbilt in the first round of
the regional fmals.
At the post game press conI caught up with a happy Bill ference
Juwan
Howard
Cosby in the Temple locker explained his feelings: 'The first
room, after their victory against time, being freshmen nobody
Vanderbilt and asked him about ,e xpected us to make the Final
Temple's next opponent, the Four. This time, it's totally difMichigan five and he noted: ferent, we are happy to beat the
"Michigan is a good team and I odds and be here again."
hope they don't play as well as
"Despite a lot of criticism, we
they can play against my school still made it to the Final Four,

and that's what's imponant to
the team."
Chaney - always one of my
favorites - showed bad judgment
in getting a technical in the last
1 :36 of the second half and
again in the post game press
conference. He accused the
Wolverines of taunting and foul
play.
,, . I sat in the Kingdome and
'watched the contest and all I
saw was straightforward and
hard-nosed basketball being
played. In fact, it was Chaney's
cluJ) who delivered several
crushing blows to Webber's face
and head, sending 'Slam Barn'
sprawling to the hard court.
I believe Chaney's comments
came out of the frustration of
losing an important ball game
and the ill-advised technical foul
called by a rabbit eared ref.
The wolverines displayed
exuberance and enthusiasm at
times, but surely no more than
the Temple players after a
inspiring play.
Simply put, the Wolverines
came to the Northwest environment and played like the terrain; rugged, tuff, hard but fair
and now it's on to New Orleans
for the NCAA's really Big
Show.
Jalen Rose yelled at me, after
cutting down that last string of
nets: "I can't wait to get at some
gumbo. · See you in New
Orleans." E - nuff said............
Trivia Question: When did
UCLA win it's last NCAA title
and who was the tournaments
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While at North carollna, James Worthy lead a team that Included Michael Jor.dan and
Sam Perkins to the NCAA crown. Since the All-Star break James has lifted his game
and hopes to lead the Lakers on an extended Play-off Run.
Photo By King Chocolate

The women's Final four will
through the criticism of not
be
held this weekend in Atlanta,
making it to the final four in her
Georgia.
previous attempts, but here she
MVP? ..............
is after facing the hardest year Trivia Question Answer:
WOMEN'S NCAA FINAL personally - in her life.
FOUR SET IN ATLANTA: The

UCLA last won the title in 1975
and
UCLA's
Richard
Washington was the tourney

MVP.

men
arebattling
not thefor
only
ballers
thebasketNCAA , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.....
crown. The lady hoopsters are in
full swing as well.
The women's Final Four field
is now set
Who advanced from the
women's regional cham pionships:
From the East: Ohio State
(27-3) led by Averrill Robens
and Audrey Brucy. From the
Mideast: Iowa (27-3) led by Tia
Jackson. From the Midwest:
Vanderbilt (30-2) led by Mara
Probe
Cunningham. From the West:
Preferred Equipment Package 253A
Texas Tech (29-3) led by Sheryl
Swoopes.
The sentimental favorite has
to be the Iowa Hawkeyes.
Vivian Stringer, the head coach,
in becoming the first AfricanAmerican woman to lead a team
to the final four, has had to
endure the death of her husband,
Bill, ball girl Nikki Smith and
team doctor Pat Hicks.
I ~lort LX J . [)oor
Vivian has also fought
l'rl'l,'rr,•d I quipmcnt Package 320,\ /321/\

$99PERMO.
CAN DELIVER
ANY NEW CAR

The best tires at the best
price & the best service
Guaranteed•

in our inventory on:
.A.approved credit
.A.No Credit?
.A.First time buyer?
.A.Credit Problems In The Past?

I \plrnl'r XI •-t Door-h2
l'rl'frrr,,J Fquipnll'nl P.ickagc 9-l0A

Call us at

We can. sell
you. a car!

:\111,tJng I.X Sedan
Prl'f,•rrt'd Equ ipment 1'.:ickage 2-l0A

James White, President,
The best prices on t he best tires with
the best se rvice guaranteed? Its all. alt
my Goodyear Certifie d Auto Se rvice
Centers,
So the next time your car needs
service or repair- Come see us.

69

II

15

II

·

r - - - - - - -:-- - - - - - , r - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

, I

I
I

I
I

95 ~eMce Includes:

Br~:~-,
I

,a

Replace pa~ and shoes
• Repack bean~ on non
drivuxtes

• Resurface/drums,lrotors
•lnspectcalipers, Wheel

C'finders & hychulics

II

88

3553 l'Aerrlll Ave.
?M~r _Includes: s1I Riverside,
CA 92056
-800-69-TIRE1
Dra,n 011 & replace 1.¥> to
· Qls/.lOwt

• FREE-12P,t vehicle

I I Most cars and . . inspection

11

lighttrlkks

•FREE4tirerotation

Lube Oil & Filter • lns1a_unew filte~

I

I
I
I

I
• A<$ust and road test
II
• lubricate chassis
L - - - - - - - - - - - - . J L ____________ .J

1

.

.

As About Our
Nationwide
Service
Warranty

Goodyear Certified Auto
Service Centers Inland
, Empire Tire, Inc.

393-9331.

4480 Chino Hills Pkwy,
Chino
(909) 393-9331

f-~~O XI TL ariat 4\2 Crew Cab

Preforrcd Equipment Package b71A

FORD

All Cars are: sub ject to rpior sales, p lus tax, license, &
Documentation Fees, and Approved Credit, Cu stomer
Requested options are extra.
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DISCOUNT BEAUTY PRODUCTS

Why settle for less.
when you can have
Ll1e best

(Discount Beauty Products)

(DiScount Beauty Products}

-,r-------------

r.-------------

: 1Mondox Conditionor
: I (16 oz) ($10.95 valacz)
11

--..

· I With thcz parchascz of any rczlaxczr

I

I

I

I

!1LWith Coupon One Coupon Per Purchase Coupon Expires 4/30/93

•

.J (for Braiding or Waaving)
'· I

Weave sarvica (Rialto Stora only

-------------------

.JI : _With Coupon One Coupon Per Purchase Coupon Expires 4/30193

L-------~~~-~---------------~-~~~~-r.-------------~~-~-----------

-

.JI

I I

~I With Coupon One Coupon Per Purchase Coupon Expires 4/30/93

1

I
'I

I
I I

::1

.i

I

~------------..-.. :Murray's Pomada-

-------------------

··:Rczvlon
fabulax_,r

1
I

.JIL
IWith Coupon One Coupon Per Purchase Coupon Expires 4/30/93

_

-':Homan
~-------------_
Hair ~

=~

■ Relaxers
■ Curls

I I
I I

11and shampoo
i

-,

1 1$5.00 Off Salon Sczrvice

$5 Off

~

1 (Buy onca gcat oncz frczcz)

~ LIWith Coupon One Coupon Per Purchase Coupon Expires 4/30/93
" --- - - - - - ~

I Cara

frcia
: Kar'atin Condition

I I8
11

1

-

.JI

.JI I

oz ( Limit ono par custom or)

With Coupon ~ne Coupo n Per Purchase Coupon Expires 4/30/93

------------------- L-------------------

.JI

fi Full Sarvica Baauty Supply .
Store Location :
891 E. Foothill Blvd.
Rialto, CA

3907 A Chicago Avenue
Riverside, CA
(909) 682-5183

(909) 874-2050

Storca hours:
9:00 fiM - 6:00PM
Monday through Saturday
I

.

. :'
'

'►

)

Come In
,,

~

Save .:

.,

•

,.

.f.
,

.. ..
~

Watch for tha Opaning of tha
firlington Stora in mid-April
at 5959 firlington Avanua. Suita B
Rivarsida. Cff. 92503
'

a

·'

I \

'

~

~

..

I
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The Black Voice News

HELP
WANTED

'llRLINb JOB§'

Flight attendants &
other occupations.
Alrllnes now hiring.
Call 1-800-998-0720.
Ext. A2000 CA.

MEDICAL

Diamond Health Care
seeking RN'S, CNA's,
LVN's, Home Health
Aides (909) 274 - 9513.

GIRLS WANTED

from
California,
between 7-19, to
compete In this year's
5th annual 1993 San
Diego Pageants. Over
$20,000.00 In prizes
and scholarships.
Call today 1-800PAGEANT • EXT. 4865

SELLERS

Houses For
Sale

FOR RENT

Good people to fill 6
vacancies In next 2
months. 1 bed, 1 bath
units, fenced, air,
some new carpets,
laundry rooms, water
& trash paid, $400-425
plus security deposit.
Reserve your unit
today, call Rose, 909242-1608.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

St., Riverside, CA.
At the time of the Initial
publication of this notice, the
total amount or the unpaid
balance of the obligation
secured by the above described
Deed of Trust and estimated
costs, expenses, and advances Is
$39,634.70.
It Is possible that at the time or
sale the opening bid may be
less than the total Indebtedness
due. Date: 3/24/93
T.D. SERVICE COMPANY
as said Trustee
By Sandra M. Armenta,
As.,lstant Secretary
601 South Lewis St., Orange,
CA 92668
(714) 335.4700
IF AVAILABLE, THE
EXPECTED OPENING BID
MAY BE OBTAINED BY
CALLING THE
FOLLOWING TELEPHONE
NUMBERS ON THE DAY
BEFORE THE SALE: (714)
835-4837 OR (213) 627-4865.
Ip/4/118/15/93

Distributors wanted to
market new proc,uct.
competition,
88k - $2304 Down, No
Income,
$770 PITI @ 7.5% 3 unlimited
limited space avallable.
Anyone
having bdrms, 1-3/4 bath.
knowledge of abuse
Csll 909-488-0389.
or fraudulent bllllng 114k - $3319 Down,
Exp sales people ,
practices at local $995 PITI @ 7.5% 3
needed.
psychiatric facllltles bdrms 1-3/4 bath.
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
or private Institutions
CHRISTIAN
The following penon(s) Is
call
Citizens 119k - $3512 Down,
Commission
on $1039 PITI @ 7.5% 3 TEACHERS NEEDED (are) doing business as:
PreK teachers (12 ECE ULl'S MARKETPLACE
Human Rights at 1- bdrms, 2-1/2 bath.
units req'd) and aide 6794-2 Brocktoo Ave.
800-869-CCHR now.
139k - $5179 Down, (6 ECE units req'cO Riverside, CA 92506
$1205 PITI @ 7 .5% 3 needed for Christian UNITED TRADING CO.
Nutritional
bdrms, 2-1/2 bath - 4 Preschool.
exp. 6794-2 Brocktoo Ave.
years new.
Program
preferred. Call (909) Riverside, CA 92506
Lose 30 pounds In 30
882-327 Mon-Fri 10 am U3 CORPORATION
days for 30 dollars. 140k - $5270 Down, -4pm.
6794·2 Brocktoo Ave.
For more Information $1213 PITI @ 7.5% 3
Riverside, CA 92506
bdrms, 2 bath, 4 years
call (909) 820-4262
THIS HOME
California
new.
won't strain the Thlsbuslnesslsconductedbya
Corporation.
FREE BOOK 155k • $6743 Down, budget! 3bdrm 1-3/4 Thlsreglstrantcommencedto
Get a free copy of the $1336 PITI @ 7.5% 3 bath, fireplace, lg yard, tnnsactbuslnessunderthe
Inland Empire. Little bdrms, 2-1/2 bath, 4 covered
patio, flctltlousbuslnessnameor
Black Book. Call (909) years new.
names listed above on N/A/
convenient aCC8SS to /s & tf Peter Anthony UII CFO
464-5644.
199k • 19,900 Down, 60 freeway and mall. Theflllngofthlsstatement
$1570.90
@ 8.9%, Call for prev lew only, does not ofltselfauthorlu the
AFFORDABLE 3,000 sqPITI
ft• CUStOm $119,900.
use In this state ofa flctltlous
business anme In violation of
RESUMES
home.
.69 acre.
•.._ 1 h'· of th
de
horses
Ok.
ORANGE
CREST
urc
r II ... ano er un r
computerized,
federal, state, or common law
near new 1,500 sq ft • 3 sec. )4400 et. seq. b & p code)
professlonal
&
experienced. (909) For more Information + 2 Xlnt condition, low Statement flied with the
Beverly 909-780- malntalnenced yard. CountyClerkofRlverslde
332-5131. $5 discount call
1633.
County on March 24, 1993.
If you mention the
Read
for
your I hereby certify that this copy
To Subscribe Call
Inspection,
only Isa correct copy of the original
Black Voice.
(909) 682-6070
$140,500.
statement on file In my office.

Psychiatric
Abuse Of
Insurance Fraud!

DESPERATE

.....,""""""""......,..,,,,"""".....,,,.,..._-+-..,...,===,..,...-,--,,,,...,.....-+-,===-==~=::----1 WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
Tbe followlng person(s) Is (are)
doing business as
GW MORTGAGE
23962 Alessandro
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
VERNITA S. MARZE'ITE
562 Athens
Riverside, CA 92507
TERFl,AL MARZE'ITE
562Athens
Rlvenkle, CA 92507
This business Is conducted by
mother and daughter.
ls/Vernita S. Marzette
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on NIA
The flllng of this statement
does not Itself authorize the use
In this state of a flctltlous
business name In violation or
the rights of another under
federa~ state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on March 5, 1993
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy or the original
statement on flle In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE-No.931772
p/3118/25/,4/118/93
FICTITIOtlS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as
EVERYDAY PEOPLE
3967 Driving Bange
Riverside, CA 92502
ISADORE KEITH BARBEE
10045 Hlllborough
Riverside, CA 92503
Tlils business Is cooducted by
an lndlvldual.
ls/Isadore Keith Barbee
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious busbiess name or
names listed above on 3-11-93
The filing of this statement
does not Itself authorize the use
In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation or
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on March 11, 1993
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy or the original
statement on file In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE-No.931772
p/3/18125/,4/1/8/93
SUPERIOR COURT OF
CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
4050 Main St., (P.O. Box 431)
Riverside, CA 92502-0431
NOTICE OF PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE
OF Erlean Marshall
CASE NUMBER: 65300
; Ti> all heirs, beneficiaries,
· creditors, contingent creditors,
and persons who may
otherwise be Interested In the
will or estate, or both, or
Erlean Marshall

A PETITION has been filed
HIGHEST BIDDER FOR
by Barber-Flowers
CASH (In the forms whJch are
THE PETITION requests that: lawful tender In the United
Robin Barber-Flowers be
States) and/or the cashier's
appointed as personal
certified or other checks
representative to administer
specified In Clvll Code Section
the estate of the decedent.
2924h (payable In full at the
THE PETmON requests the
time or sale) all right, dtle and
decedent's WILL and codldls,
Interest conveyed to and now
If any, be admitted to probate.
held by It under said Deed of
The will and any codicils are
Trust In the property
available for examination In
herelnafler described:
the file kept by the court.
TRUSTOR: STEVE D.
THE PETmON requests
GRIFFIS
authority to administer the
JULIE L. GRIFFIS
estate under the Independent
BENEFICIARY:
Administration or Estates Act.
CALIFORNIA QUITY AND
(This authority will allow the
LOAN
personal representative to take
recorded June 29, 1993 as
many actions without obtaining Instr. No. 242966 In book
court approval. Before taking
page of Official Records In the
certain very Important actions, office of the Recorder of
however, the personal
Riverside County;
representative will be required
said deed of trust described the
to give notice to Interested
following:
persons unless they have
LOT 56 OF TRACT 6756-3 IN
waived notlal or consented to
THE CITY OF RIVERSIDE,
the proposed action,) The
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE,
Independent administration
STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AS
authority will be granted
PER MAP RECORDED IN
unless an Interested person
BOOK 90, PAGE(S) 75-76 OF
files an objection to the petition MAPS, RECORDS OF SAID
and shows good cause why the
COUNTY.
court should not grant the
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT
authority.
UNDER A DEED OF TRUST
A HEARING oo the petition
DATED 6/13190. UNLESS
will be held on 4-19-93 at 9;30
YOU TAKE ACTION TO
am located at:
PR<YfECT YOUR
IF YOU OBJECT to the
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE
granting of the petition, you
SOLD AT A PUBLIC SALE.
should appear at the hearing
IF YOU NEED AN
and state your objections or file EXPLANATION OF THE
written objections with the
NATURE OF THE
court before the hearing. Your PROCEEDING AGAINST
appearance may be In persons
YOU, YOU SHOULD
or by your attorney.
CONTACT A LAWYER.
IF YOU ARE A CREDITOR
3533 GWINNE'IT DRIVE,
or a contingent creditor of the
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
deceased, you must file your
"(If a street address or
clalm with the court and mall a common designation of
copy to the penonal
property Is shown above, no
representative appointed by
warranty Is given as to Its
the court within four months
completness or correctness)."
from the date of first issuance
The beneficiary under said
of letters provided In section
Deed of Trust, by reason of a
9100 of the California Probate
breach or deafult In the
Code. The time for flllng
obligations secured tereby,
claims will not expire before
heretofore executed and
four months from the hearing
delivered to the undersigned a
date noticed above,
written Declaration of Derault
YOU MAY EXAMINE the file
and Demand for Sale, and
kept by the court. If you are a
written notice of default and or
person Interested In the estate,
election to cause the
you may file with the court a
undersigned to sell said
formal Request for Special
property to satisfy said
Notke of the flllng of an
obligations, and thereafler the
Inventory and appraisal of
undersigned caused said notlal
estate assets or or any petition
to default and or el'ectlon to be
or account u provided In
recorded October 26, 1992 as
section 1250 of the California
Instr. No. 403309 In Book Page
Probate Code. A Request for
of Offldla Records In the office
Special Notice form Is available or the recorder or Riverside
from the court derk.
county;
Petitioner Robin Barber•
Said Sale will be made, but
Flowers
without covenant or warrantly,
4633 High St.
express or Implied, regarding
Riverside, CA 92507
title possession, or
This notice was malled oo:
encumbrances, to pay the
/pl4/118/15/93
remaining principal slim or the
note{s) secured by said Deed or
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S
Trust, with Interest as In said
SALE
note provided, advances, If any,
Loan No. GRIFFIS
under the terms of said Deed of
T.S. NO. H144985
Trust, fees, charges and
UNIT CODE H
expenses of the Trustee and of
AP#132,183.()06.6
the p-usts created by sud Deed
T.D. SERVICE COMPANY
of
as duly appointed Trustee
Said sale will be held on:
under the following described
April 23, 1993, at 3:30 p.m., at
deed of trust WILL SELL AT
the Main Street entrance to the
PUBLIC AUCTION TO THE
County Courthouse, 4050 Mal\'

Trust.

County Clerk
Flle No. 932137
lp/4/l/8/l5/'22/93

SUPERIOR COURT OF
CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF
RIVERSIDE
Central District Court
CASE NUMBER Dl24807
PERVAIZ IQBAL
PETITIONER
MICHELLED.
MASSINGALE
RESPONDENT
ORDER FOR PUBLICATION
OF SUMMONS OR
CITATION
Upon reading and filing
evidence consisting of a
declaration as provided In
Section 415.50 CCP by
PERVAIZ IQBAL, and It
satisfactorily appearing
therefrom that the defendant,
respondent, or cltee
MICHELLED.
MASSINGALE, cannot be
served with reasonable
diligence In any other manner
specified In artlde 3, Chapter
4, Title 5 or the Code of Civil
Prooedure, and It also
appearing from the verified
complaint or petition that a
good cause of action In favor of
the plaintiff, petitioner, or cltee
therein and against the
defendant, respondent, or dtee
and that the said defendant,
respondent, or cltee ls a
necessary and proper party to
the action or that the party to
be served has or claims an
Interest In, real or personal
property In this state that Is
subject to the Interest In such
property: NOW, on motion of
PETmONER, PERVAIZ
IQBAL, Attorney (s) for the
Plalntlff(s), Petltloner(s), or
contestants), IT IS ORDERED
that the service of said
summons or dtatlon In this
action to be made upon said
defendant, respondent, or cltee
by publication thereof In ,
BLACK VOICE a newspaper
of general circulation
published at RIVERSIDE,
California, hereby designated
as the newspaper most likely to
give notice to mid defendant;
that said publication be made
at leam; that said publication
be made at least once a week
for four successive weeks.
rr IS FURTHER ORDERED
that a copy of said summoos or
dtatlon and of said complaint
or petition In this action be
forthwith deposited In the
U nlted States Post Office, post•
paid, directed to said
defendant, respondent, or cltee
If his address Is uc:ertalned
before expiration of the time
prescribed for the publication
of this SU111mons or dtatlon and
a declaration of this malling or
of the fact that the address was
not ascertained be flied at the
expiration of the Item
prescribed for the publication.
Dated: 2-22-93

W. ANDERSON, JR.
JUDGE
/p/3/25/,4/1/8/15/93

SUBSCRIBE
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FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as
ON THE SPOT MOBILE
AUTO DETAILING
12145 Westerly Te,
P.O. Box 8701
Moreno Valley, CA 95557
PATRICK B. FOLWER
12145 Westerly Te,
Mormo Valley, CA 95557
This business Is conducted by
an lndlvldual.
ls/Patrick B. Fowler
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on 12/92
The filing or this statement
does not Itself authorize the use
In this state or a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federa~ state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk or Riverside
County on March 16, 1993
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy or the original
statement on file In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE-No.931854
p/3/25/,4/118/15193
FICTITIOUS BUSINF,8S
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as
WORLD WIDE BOOKING
CENTER
17024 Van Buren Blvd
Woodc:re!it, CA 92504
VALERIE GONZALES

3082 Amsterdam Dr.
Riverside, CA 92504
CLAUDIO PATIN]
11061 Arlington Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
This business Is conducted by a
General Parntershlp.
ls/Valerie Gonzales
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on 3-19-93
The flllng of this statement
does not Itself authorize the use
In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec, 14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on March 19, 1993
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy or the orlj!lna I

statement on file In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE-No.932010
p/3/25/,4/1/8/15/93

INVITATION

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as
VARITE INSTALLATION
7921 Galway CL
Riverside, CA ,92503
NATHAN DONAHUE
7921 Galway Ct.
Riverside, CA 92503
JOSEPH A. MORA
2055 Magnolia Ave#llc
Riverside, CA 92504
This business Is conducted by
Co-Partners.
ls/Nathan Donahue
This registrant rommenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed abcwe on NIA
The filing or this statement
does not ltsetr authorize the use
In this state or a nctltlous
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement filed with the
County Clerk or Riverside
County on March 04, 1993
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy or the original
statement on file In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE-No.931593
p/3/251,4/118/15193
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as
B GRAPHICS & FINE ARTS
22640 Goldencrest Dr. #101
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
CHARLES A. BIBBS
25796 Cartier Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
ELAINE BIBBS
25796 Cartier Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
CHARLES M. BIBBS
25796 Cartier Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business Is conducted by
Individuals• Husban and Wife.
ls/Elaln D. Bibbs.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on 3-8-93
The filing or this statement

To BID

Riverside Faith Temple Ministries
2355 Pennslyvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
Fire Alarm, Fire Sprinkler/ Drop Ceiling
Roofing/Asphalt Paving and Plumbing ·
Contractors needed
State License/ Certification proof provided for •
16,000 sq. ft. + church/office complex
please call (909) 788-0170 for appointment
and blueprints ask for Greg Mc Ginnis
Equal Opportunity Emploer
/p/3/18/25/,4/1/93
NOTICE
MBE/WBEIDVBE
LEWIS AND CLARK CONSTRUCTION, LIC.
#463976B, IS ACTIVELY SOLICITING BIDS
FROM QUALIFIED (CALTRANS CERTIFIED
ACCEPTED) MBFJWBE/DVBE
SUBCONTRACTORS FOR:

~·

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, LOS
ANGELES
RESTORE FOOD FACILITY-SALAZAR HALL
BID#: JA93035
BID DATE: 21 APR 93
SUBMIT BIDS NO LATER THAN 19 APR 93 TO:
LEWIS AND CLAR CONSTRUCTION
880 W. RIALTO AVE, RIALTO CA 92376
PHONE: (909) 875-1140/FAX: (909) 875-9863
/p/4/1/8/93

REQUESTING SUB BIDS ON ALL
TRADES
From Qualified MBE/DBF/WBE/DVBE
Subcontractors & Suppliers for the following
project:
WARM SPRINGS & CALIFORNIA
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS HEAT REDUCTION
(PACKAGE "A" REBID) (PACKAGE "B" REBID)
San Bernardino City Unified School D~trict
BIDS DUE: APRIL 6, 1993 @ 1:00 PM
OAKVIEW CONSTRUCTION, INC.
P.O. Box 1321
Yucaipa, CA 92399
(909) 795-0990 FAX (909} 795-3150
/p/4/1/93
does not Itself authorize the use
In this state ora fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside

County on March 8, I
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on. file In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE-No.931636
13118/251 4/1/8/93

2nd Annual
Community Health
-Confere nee
Sponsored by:
Co-Sponsors:

Imhotep (Black Students In
Science)
National Society of Black
Engineers
African Student Programs
UCR
Black Voice

For information call: 787-4576
Theme: "Using the knowledge of Our Past to Excel into the Future"
Date: April 10, 1993
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Location: UC Riverside
Commons Area
Worksµop Topics: AIDS, Hypertension, Nutrition,
Diabetes, Sickle Cell, Black Males,
And Many More
Guest speakers are professionals in the field of gynecology, mental health;~
environmental, etc.

Agenda
8:00 am - 9:00 am
9:00 am - 10:00 am
10:00 am - 12:00 pm
12:00 pm - 1:30 pm
1:30 pm - 4:00 pm
4:00 pm - Closing

Registration and Continental Breakfast
Keynote Address (Motivational Speaker)
Workshops (selections/guest speakers)
Lunch buffet
Workshops
Sponsored by the Ontario International Airport.•~
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I

(have) abandoned the use or the
ftdtltous business name
BIT 0' JAMAICA
19563 Tarocco Ln.
Riverside, CA 92506

p-ound for believing that nay
bidder Is Interested In more
than one proposal will cause
the rejection of all proposals In
which the bidder Is Interested.
If the bidder If awarded the
contract and refuses to execute
1
The flcltlous business name
the prescribed forms presented
referred to above was flied In
to him/her for signature within _
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT
Rlversld County on Feb.17, 93
the time and manner required •
UNDER
A
DEED
OF
citation
to
him.
said
the
report
(police) car and slammed him
of him/her, he/she will be Hable ..,_
TRUST,
DATED
DECEM·
Randall, was taken down to
Police spokesman , Lt. Asper BER 6, 1989. UNLESS DEBORAH L. LOGAN
on the hood. I kept turning my
to the Department of
•1
TAKE ACTION TO
Transportation for actual
19563 Taroceo Ln.
1
head to the side so he wouldn't the station.The handcuffs were said, the officer's report made YOU
PROTECT YOUR PROPdamages resulting to the
:
break my nose.She ran out the too tight and I was hollering no mention of the suspect sus- ERTY, IT MAY BE SOLD Riverside, CA 92508
Department therefrom or 10% 1
because
of
the
pain,
asked
him
taining
injuries.
The
report
said
AT
A
PUBLIC
SALE.
IF
door and her son was in the
of the amount bid, whichever
I
ANNP.BROWN
YOU NEED AN EXPLA·
Is less.
•
police car. She, was then told by to loosen the handcuffs the pain the suspect stepped off the curb. NATION OF THE NA- 19563 Tarocco Ln.
Alternations to, or qualifying·
~
OF THE PROCEEDRiverside, CA 92508
the officer, the way he was act- was terrible." The officer kept He had his fist clinched, and he TURE
SUPERIOR
COURT
OF
!
the
bid
or
submitting
bid
on
1
ING AGAINST YOU, YOU
tng he must be bn drugs. The saying calm down, and this will approached the officer in ' a SHOULD CONTACT A This 'business was conducted by CALIFORNIA, COUNTY Of." ~~y other form other than one ~:
Co-Partners.
RIVERSIDE
provided shall be grounds_for
:
officer got in his mother's face be over with." I can give you a threatening way. The officer said LAWYER.
/s/ Deborah L . Logan
No. 62136
rejecting the entire bid.
;1
On April 15, 1993. at
citation
and
you
can
go
home.
he
broke
away
from
him
and
he
and said, "I'm taking him down
This statement was flied with
NOTICE OF PRIVATE SALE Should the Contractor fall to ., :
10:00 A.M ., Golden West
had to put him in a restraint Savings Association Serthe County Clerk of Riverside
OF REAL PROPERTY
work within five (5) days after .. :
to test him because we feel he is As long as you calm down."
vice Co, a California Cor·
County on March 23, 1993.
1
Estate of
notification of the starting
Randall
was
never
given
a
hold.
Another
car
drove
up
and
on something."" Then she said
poration as duly appointed
NATHANIEL S. WILSON,
date, or suspend work for a
:
/p/3/25/,4/1/8/1S/93
drug
test
and
let
go.
the
driver
was
cited,
he
indicattrustee
under
and
pursuant
he got close to her face and said,
Deceased
period of five (5) continuous
'
to Deed of Trust recorded
Beaten, in pain, he walked ed. He was taken down to the December
working days after work has
,
and he will walk home!
14, 1989, as
MUNICIPAL COURT OF
Notice Is hereby given that,
begun, the State may provide ; :
No. 436224, in book
Neighbors hearing the noise home, in the rain. His face and station, finger printed and inst.
CALIFORNIA, COUNTY, OF subject to confirmation of this
--, page - -, of Official
five (5) days written notice,
:
arm
was
in
pain,
his
eyes
were
released.
Asper
said
the
area
is
a
LOSANGELFS
Court, on April 8, 1993, at 10
were drawn out. the oolice
Records in the office ol the
posted at the Job site or malled , .
o'dock a.m., or thereafter
POMONA JUDICIAL
always have someone sitting on blood red. However, he had no "high drug sales area." County Recorders of River·
to the Contractor, to timely
:.
County, State of Caliwithin the time allowed by law, prosecute and complete the
DISI'RICT
i•
the sidewalk, but never has any- transportation, and his pain got However, with pending litiga- side
fornia, executed by Steven
CASE NUMBER 92C95067
the undersigned as
work or the contract may be
,.
one in the neighborhood been worst,, the eye did not clear up . tion and a pending personnel Ivan Bell, an unmarried
ORDER FOR PUBLICATION Administrator of t,he estate of
terminated and liquidated
man.
OF SUMMONS CROSS
the above-named decedent, wlll damages of $500.00 assessed
beaten. A car drove up and the His mother took him to ', complaint, he could not make
,1
Will sell at public auction
sell at private sale to the highest for administrative costs for re• ; l
COMPLAINT
to highest bidder for cash,
occupant, began to tell the Riverside General Hospital, the further comment.
and
best
net
bidder
on
the
check drawn on a
bidding the work.
',
"If I had done something wrong." cashier's
~rowd they wish they had a doctor's report read he may have
SPECIALTY FOOD
terms and conditions hereafter In addition, the contractor
state or national bank, a
,4 ;
DISTRIBUfORS, INC, etc,
mentioned all right, title and
v.ideo camera. Another officer a fractured wrist, he ordered a said Randall," it would have been and check drawn by a state or
shall be Hable to the State for • • ;
Vs
I Interest of the decedent at the
federal · credit union, or a
the difference between the
, .;.
then searched his car, finding cast, because many times the automatic parole violation and I'd check
drawn by a state or
DONALD ABERNATHY, eta, time of death and all right, title, Contractor's bid price and the,~;.
1
nothing, he the got a tape mea- location of his is difficult to see been in Chino (prison)." Instead, he federal savings and loan
et. al.
and interest that the estate has
actual cost of performing the
savings assoc1AND RELATED CROSS·
sure out and measured the dis- the face abrasion had scabbed was 1ssued a citation for 148 PC, association,
acquired in addition to that of
work by the second low bidder ::
atio n, or savings bank
ACTION
the decedent at the time of
or by another contractor.
• :.
tance the car was parked from over, but the blood in his eyes resist/obstruct/delay and told to report specified in section 5102 of
death, In the real property
FURTHER INQUIRIFS
~:·
tl\e
financial
code
and
au·
t1;te curb. Then issued a traffic require him to see a specialist, to court on May 7, 1993 at 8:00 a.m. thorized to do business in
Upon reading and filing
located In Riverside County,
CONCERNING THE
' ~ '.
this state will be held at the
evidence consisting of a
California, commonly known as PROPOSED WORK MAY BE •!
Main Street entrance to the
declaration as provided In
3233 Doyle Street, Riverside,
DIRECTED TO THE
County Courthouse, 4050
Section 415.50 ccp by
California. '
CONTRACTED MANAGER:
Main Street , Riverside,
EDWARD CORONA, and it
The sale Is subject to current
Mr. Ira Peters
California, all right. title and
satisfactorily appearing
taxes, covenants, conditions,
Telephone: 909/383-4503
interest conveyed to and
therefrom that the CROSS
· restrictions, reservations,
11479 Bartlett Aven•e, Unit
Doug Westfall, now held by it under said
the street.
defendant specified in article 3,, rights, rights or way, and
#CJ, Adelanto, CA 92301
.•:
Deed
of
Trust
in
the
properMary
Ann
~ley stuck
Chapter 4, Title 5 of the Code
easements or record, If any.
NOTE: ~OMPLETE THE
:•:
ty situated in said County
Ponder a n d and State described as:
oH~fvll Procedure, and It also- Bids or offers are Invited for
PROPOSAL ON THE 10TH · •:
wjth
the
appearing from the verllied
this property and must be In
SHEET.
,•j
Mike Guzman. Lot 7 of Tract 15897, as
program and
shown by Map on file in
complaint or petition that a
writing and will be received at
/p/3/25/93
Al Bennett, Book 152 Pages 89 and 90
is. one of the
good cause of action exists In
the office or HUITON &
-------of Maps, Records of RiverLiteracy
this action In favor of the
TORCHIA, attorney for the
SUPERIOR COURT OF
,
O
S t
side County, California.
CROSS plaintiff, therein and r · administrator at 65S N. La
Specialist, for
CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF '-':
The street address and
oiitstanding
against
the
CROSS
defendant,
I
Cadena
Drive,
Colton,
RIVERSIDE
••
the
State other common designation,
tutors. She
and that the said CROSS
California, or may be flied with Central District Court
if any, of the real property
•,
Library, 1 described above is purport·
defendant, Is a necessary and
the dcrk of this court at any
ev,en has her
CASE NUMBER D124807
;. :
to be: 6170 De La Visproper party to the action or
time after first publication of
moderated the \ ed
own program
'
ta, Riverside, CA 92509.
that the party to be served has
notice and before any sale
PERVAIZIQBAL
- :
p a n e 1 The undersigned Trustee or claims an Interest in, real or Isthismade.
outside of the
PETITIONER
- :
discussion . disclaims any liability for
personal property In this state
The property will be sold on the MICHELLE D.
,
library
any incorrectness of the
that
Is
subject
to
the
following
terms:
Based
in street address and other
MASSINGALE
:
because the
jurisdiction
of
the
Court
or
the
The
property
wllt
be
sold
on
the
RFSPONDENT
·•
Sacramento, common designation, if any,
relief demanded in the action
following terms: cash, or part
homeless
shown herein.
ORDER FOR PUBLICATION :
Bennett
consists wholly or in part In
cash and part credit, the terms OF SUMMONS OR
-.,
that
she
Said sale will be made,
excluding such party from any
of such credit to be acceptable
advises
CITATION
~~
but
withoul
convenant
or
wprks with
Interest
In
such
property:
to
the
undersigned
and
to
the
express or im·
Upon reading and filing
· :
California warranty,
NOW, on motion of EDWARD , Court. Taxes, rents, operating evide~ce consisting or a
are uncomplied, regarding title, pos·
·;~
public libraries session, or encumbrances,
CORONA, In Pro Per for the
: and maintenance expenses, and declaration as provided In
.•:;~
fortable and
including
fees,
charges
and
Plaintlff'(s),
IT
IS
ORDERED
•
premiums
on
Insurance
on develop- expenses of the Trustee
Section 41S.S0 CCP by
1
make others
that the service of said
acceptable to the purchaser
1
PERVAIZ IQBAL, and It
ment
o
and
of
the
trusts
created
by
summons or citation In this
shall be prorated as of the date satisfactorily appearing
who use the
•.,
said
Deed
of
Trust.
to
pay
effective the remaining princ,pal
action be made upon said
or recording conveyance. Usual therefrom that the defendant, · ,
library
CROSS defendant, by
buyer's and seller's costs to be respondent, or cltee
literacy
sums
of
the
note(s)
secured
uncompublication thereof in TUE
divided,
by
said
Deed
of
Trust
to
MICHELLED.
services for wit: $86,660.76 with interVOICE a newspaper of genera
The undersigned reserves the
fortable.
MASSINGALE, cannot be
the
state's est thereon from 8/01 /92
circulation published at SAN . , right to refuse to accept any
T
h e
served with reasonable
@ 10.525%, per annum as
BERNARDINO, California,
· t>lds.
Literacy provided
diligence In any other manner •
afternoon
in said note(s) plus - hereby designated as the
Dated; 3.15.93
spcclned In ■rtlcle 3, Chapter
Campaign.
p r O g r a m S'Ann Freeman, Literacy Administrator speaks with Jones
cost and any advances with •
newspaper most likely to give
' MARY WILSON
t, Title S of the Code of Civil
interest. ESTIMATED TOAssemnotice to said defendant; that
\ Administrator
i-a c 1 u de d
representing Congressman
Procedure, and it also
TAL DEBT $96;')60.87.
said publication be made at
· The Law Firm or
The beneficiary under
appearing from the verlfted
outritious cooking from Connie George
Brown;
Thomas blyman Joe Baca gave the
least once a week for four
HUITON & TORCHIA
said Deed of Trust heretocomplaint or petition that a
keynote
address
and
spoke
o
C,arrett, 4-H, Extension Program Gueston, Dr. Lewis Fry, St. Paul
successive weeks.
By: LAWRENCE A. HUTTON good cause of action In favor of
fore executed and delivered
the
condition
of
the
state
.and
to the undersigned .a written
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
. /p/3/18/25/,4/1/8/93
dnd Storytelling, by Lucy United Methodist; Mayor Bob
the plaintiff', petitioner, or cltee
Declaration of Default and
that a copy of said summons
therein and against the
~ohnson Sims. Others on Holcomb, Dave Light, V.P. how important it is that we Demand for Sale, and a
and otsaid complaint In this
DEPARTMENT OF
defendant, respondent, or citee
become
a
literate
population.
written
Notice
of
Default
rogram were: Don Lieffer, Library Board; Robert Ewing,
action be forthwith deposited
TRANSPORTATION
and that the said defendant,
Election to Sell. The
in the United States Post Offic
NOTICE TO BIDDERS·
VCR, Channel 24; Cheryl City Librarian; Dr. Carole Talan, "Other countries are passing us and
respondent, or dtee Is a
undersigned caused said
post-paid, directed to said
GENERAL TYPE
, necessary and proper party to
rown, Publisher, Black Voice California State Library; David by and to fit in the 21st century Notice of Default and Elec·
CROSS defendant, responden
Sealed proposals wlll be
lion to Sell to be recorded
the action or that the party to
ews; Mary Curtin, Chair Achord, William Myers, we must be involved in helping in the county where the real
or citee If his address ls
: received through the mall at
be served has or claims an
to
see
that
all
our
population
property
is
located.
FOR
ascertained before or the time '1 the Department or
ouncil for the Humanities, who Margaret Force; Ron Culter, Dr.
Interest In, real or personal
SALES INFORMATION:
Transportation, P.O. Box 231,
prescribed for the publication
property In this state that Is
Jerved a.c. emcees; Wade Byars, Nick Andonov; Phyllis Willis: reads," said Baca.
Mon-Fri 8:00 am to 5:00
or this summons and a
: San Bernardino, CA 92402, or subject to the interest in such
pm, (619) 466·3586.
declaration of this malting or oj may be delivered In person to
property: NOW, on motion of
Golden West Savings
the fact that the address was
the District Office, 247 West
PETITIONER, PERVAIZ
Association Service Co,
· Third Street or the Contracts
not ascertal ned be filed at the
as Trustee , By Cal•
IQBAL, Attorney (s) for the
expiration or the time
Office, 303 West Third Street,
Within three years, they outgrew the location and move to a house on
Western Reconveyance
Plalntlff'(s), Petltloner(s), or
prescribed for the publication.
Corporation as agent,
Room2, San Bernardino, CA
contestants), IT IS ORDERED
versity. She started working for various companies doing platform work. The
794 Davis St., 2nd Floor,
Dated: February 23, 1993
92401 untll 10:00 A.M. on
that the service of said
p continued to thrive. She won several awards at the Long Beach Black
San Leandro, CA 945 77,
/p/3/11/18/25/,4/1/93
March 0, 1993, at which time
summons or citation in this
(800) 282-3451, By Jennithey wlll be publicly opened
rdressers Association and became a force to reckoned with.
action to be made upon said
fer A. Basom, Authorized
Fictn'lOOS BOSlNESS
and read for:
defendant, respondent, or citee
~•There was so much going at this new location, we were doing facials, nails, all
Signature, Trustee Sale Of.
ARTICLE
I
DFSCRIYrION
NAME STATEMENT
by publication thereof in
ficer, Dated: March 1 8,
icljids of styles and everything imaginable with the hair. We even had a boutique,
The following person(s) Is (are) !' OFWORK
BLACK VOICE a newspaper
1993
A. Furnish Janitorial services
doing business as:
Yl!th jewelry, and clothing. Then came the 1980s. I grew too fast It was overASAP80460
of general circulation
once a week at the Department published at RIVERSIDE,
3/25, 4/1, 4/8
PERSONAL NEW IDENTITY
wpelming; the economy began shifting so I scaled down and moved to the
of Transportation
4645 Pine St #109
California, hereby designated
Bjockton location." However, in five years she outgrew that location and moved
Riverside, CA 92501
, Construction Field Office
as the newspaper most likely to
I
located at 11749 Bartlett
ttArlington and Magnolia in a shopping center. In 1993 the economy has again
give notice to said defendant;
Avenue, UnUI #C#, Adelanto,
BEVERLY J. RIOS
that said publication be made
~en a tum for the worst. 'The economy and rent increases made me decide to
CA 92301.
3060 Panorama Rd.
at least; that said publication
HM>ve again. I did what other corporations were doing, I cut back." She found a
B. Bids shall be compared on
Riverside, CA 92506
be made at least once a week
I the basis of: Rate per month
l~mer plaGe, just around the comer from the shopping center. "I found a large
for four successive weeks.
.•
times the estimated months.
DONALD G. WAINWRIGHT
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
rrthre personal quaint, living room, homey feeling building in the same location,"
C. It Is anticipated that this
3060 Panorama'Rd.
that a copy or said summons or ~
sl'Je said. "I got out from the high overhead and the landscaping is beautiful. God
contract will be In effect for a
Riverside, CA 92506
citation and of said complaint
blessed us."
his business Is conducted by a, period of one year.
or petition In this action be
D. A Janitorial Bond In the
Joint Venture.
forthwith deposited In the
,,
he didn't pocket the difference in the rent when she had a rent roll back for
his registrant commenced to
amount of$S.OOO wlll be
United States Post Office, post• •.
h of the six other operators. "God has blessed us, so I passed it on to the others.
required.
transact buslnes., under the
paid, directed to said
In accordance with the terms
thout them I wouldn't have what we have, said Bates Prioleau.
defendant, respondent, or cltee ·.
-••-•••nctltlous business name or
•
and conditions of this Notice to if his address Is ascertained
,, · names listed above on 9 Mareh
lt is that kind of spirit that makes her continue to be successful. She is listed in
Bidders
and
Proposed
Form
of
93,
before expiration of the time
who's Who in the American Beauty Industry.
FICTITIOUS BUSINFSS
Contract and Proposal Form
/s/ Beverly J. Rios
prescrlbrd for the publlcation
NAME STATEMEN'l'
The fill ng of this statement doe!
attached hereto.
)..j3nates Prioleau has, like many very successful business people, spawned others.
of this summons or citation
The following person(s) Is (are)
The foregoing Is a general
not of Itself authorize the use In
and a declaration of this
who have worked with her were desirous of owning their own shop; anydoing business as
this state of a fictitious business
description of the work to be
malling or of the fact that the
~g she could do to help she would. What happened to those who started with
BIT 0' JAMAICA
name In vlolatlon or the rights
perfonned and the
■address was not ascertained be
la..
19553 Tarocco Ln.
' of another under federal, state,
Department of Transportation flied at the expiration of the
h~ and others who have come on the scene more recently? Essie Snead, for many
Riverside, CA 92508
or
common
law
(sec.
14400
et.
does
not
expressly
or
by
Item prescribed for the
y~rs. had a ·shop on Park Ave. Marcelle Wilson has a shop on Market. Margo
Implication agree that the
seq. b & p ,code)
publication.
~ mas has a shop on Arlington. Delores "Dee" Franklin has her own shop and
RANDY L. LOGAN
Statement filed with the county
actual items or amount of
Dated: 2-22-93
\19553 Tarocco Ln.
clerk of Riverside Count•y on
work will correspond
R ,th Tatum has a shop of her own.
■W. ANDERSON, JR.
Riverside, CA 92508
therewith.
March
9,
1993.
:pates Prioleau, is grateful for those God has put in her life. She is grateful to her
JUDGE
This business Is conducted by
I hereby certify that this copy 15 The Department reserves the
/p/3/25/,4/1/8/15/93
m~ther, Augusta Bradley who cleans the shop for her every week. Her
a correct copy or the original
an Individual.
right to reject any or all bids
MRandy L . Logan
statement on file In my office.
and the right to cancel the
st~father,Fred Bradley helps her, with repairs. However, she becomes sadden
NOTICE IS HEREBY
This registrant commenced to
WILLIAM CONERLY
contract which may result
~
w~en she thinks about her late husband Frank, who died April 21, 1990. "He was
GIVEN:
transact business under the fie•
County Clerk
therefrom at any time the
To all human health and
sq:supportive. He took care of all maintenance, anything that could' be fixed, he
tltlous business name or names
File No. 931668
service Is considered
welfare organizations
listed above on 3.23.93
/p/3/11/1812S/,4/l/93
fi~d" He was a Commercial Plumber by trade.
unsatisfactory.
qualifylng under IRS as tax
.
The filing of this statement does FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
The
bid
of
any
contractor
who
exempt under 26 U.S.C. SOl(c) ·_
~When he passed away she had her mother, stepfather and brother come live
not Itself authorize the use In
NAME STATEMENT
Is currently In default with
(3) and to which contributions •
wijh her. Even so, when April comes, she gets away from everything and every. this state of a fictitious business The following person(s) Is (are) Caltrans on ■ contract already
are tax-deductible pursuant to
name In violation of the rights
doing business as:
awarded may be regarded as
she reflects on God's goodness she has to reflect on her customers and the
26 U.S.C. 170, not a present
of another under federal, state,
CLASSIC LANDSCAPE AND non responsive and may be
member agency of Arrowhead .
"~autiful team of people" she is fortunate enough to work with.
·
..
or common law (sec. 14400 et.
POOLS INC.
rejected. Default Is defined as
United Way or United Way of .
seq. B& P code)
12118 Severn Way
being within a period of
the East Valley, that the
Statement flied with the County Riverside, CA 92503
llquldated damages on
Clauae .Potts confirmed there is
deadline for applying for
Clerk of Riverside County on
uncompleted work or under
Inclusion in the San
an investigation going. He said,
March 23, 1993
CLASSIC LANDSCAPE AND notice to begin or complete a
Bernardino Area 1992
I hereby certify that this copy Is POOLS INC.
the State mandates a certain
contract where work has not
Combined Federal Campaign
a correct copy of the original
12118 Severn Way
Cl) number of continuing education
commenced or was suspended Is the close of business 4:00
Mama Bear, Papa Bear or Grandma
statement on file In my office.
Riverside, CA 92S03
without cause.
p.m. local time on APRIL 30,
courses, and that, the county is
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
California
The award of the contract, If
I
Lt) •1993. Organizations must
OFF
given leeway in what is presentThis business Is conducted by 2 awarded, wlll be to the lowest
County Clerk
comply fully with the criteria :
(\I
Open
ON ANY FLAVOR
FILE-No.932106
Corporation. .
responsible bidder whose
established by the U.S. Office •
CAPPUCINO
I
Cl) ed. "This ful fill the race relaSANDWICH
Dally
This registrant commenced to
p/3/18/25/,4/1/8/93
proposals complies with all the of Personnel ManagemenL
tions 'training. When asked
O')
Montransact business under the
requirements. More than one
Inquiries should be directed to
1230
WASHINGTON #6
about the mass walk out , he
ftctltlous business name or
STATEMENT OF
Sat:
proposals from an Individual,
Combined Federal Campaign,
ABANDONMENT OF USE OF names listed above onJ/16193
firm, partnership, corporation, P.O. Box 796, San Bernardino,
ALBERTSON'S SHOPPING CENTER
said, "It is my understanding
10-11
FICTITIOUS BUSINFSS
/s&t/ Robert C. Carter,
or combination thereof, will
CA 92402-0796 or telephone
OLTON {across Fiesta VIiiage) • 423-0204 Sun:
some {P.O.s) were uncomfortNAME
President
not be considered. Reasonable (909) 884-9441.
The following person(s) has
10-10

Mother Looks In . Horror As
Riverside Police Beat Herson

NOTICE OF
TRUSTEE'S SALE
T.S. No. 900365
APN 182-410·007-3
Loan No. 6940563 A
Ref: Bell, Steven Ivan
IMPORTANT NOTICE
TO PROPERlY OWNER:

The filing of this statement does
not or ltselt authorize the use In
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights
of another under federal, state,
or common law (sec. 14400 et.
seq. b & p code)
Statement flied with the county
clerk of Riverside Countty on
March 16, 1993.
I hereby certify that this copy ls
a correct copy of the original
statement on rile In iny office.
WILLIAM CONERLY
County Clerk
. Flle No. 931668
I /pf3/18/25/,4/1/8/93

I
I

James Earl Jones From A-3
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African -American Owned

••
•

~Freeway Lincoln Mercury Volkswagen

,Pe; . ~ , ,;,.:,.,

'93 Mercury Sable GS

$17,063.95

..

-,.

'93 Mercury Village~t~

,.,,

· s19,ss1 .·1s=

After $750 Factory Rebate Serial # 602948

6.9% Factory Financing Avaifable

7 Passenger Wagon - Ser# J18352

'93 Mercury Cougar XR-7

'93 Mercury Tracer

$15,517■~Ser#649332

$10,935.55
I
I

Young Buyer Rebates
on selected models

After $200 Rebate Ser# 641164

-sates Staff: Larry Mikens, Horace Daniels, Garland Latta, Michael Brayboy.
Michael Cook, Robert Justice, Cleveland McNary. Sales Manager Bob Padilla,
Finance Manager Jim Haggerty.

'93 Lincoln Town Car Signature

$34,594.®

'93 Lincoln MK v111 ·

$34,458 '

Ser# 695959 After Factory Rebate off_$1,0000

Ser# 711305 •

'93 Lincoln Continental

$29,503
After Rebate of $1,000 Serial# 704600

FREEWAY Lincoln-Mercury • VW Inc.
(

'

1600 Camino Real, San Bernardino, CA 92408
(909) 889-3514 or 1•800-237-8115

'93 Mercury Grand
Marquis GS 4 Dr
$20, 167 ■ 15 after $1,500 Factory Rebate Ser# 645957

I

RCURY

NCOLN

Quality is Job 1.

